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\ .,-, ------eomPiet p o .Materials for this, Unit..._:..--_.------.T

. -
(umbers based .on class size of 30.) '

total,number .lessons in
required to item .. --4 IC- ." which item ,
teach unit _. is used

ti

30 large square, property bio-ckS (*** or borrow..
from Kindergarten 'teacher)

1

10-15 as sor ter' natural objectS r 2
% .

I overhead projector 2,3,4,5.
[each **traniparencieeof Worksheets 5, 7 ,.9, 1 r and,. 1.3 :2 , 3,4

,. -/
30. *concave len,ss ("reducers") 2.

30 . *convex lenses--(" -magnifiers") 2
s..

30' *4-oz. plastiC Cups f
30 *rulers

4
2,9,11,12_

- 1' each ** silhouettes, of man, house, rabbit and.1-ifich 3T4. s
'square -,.

,
.1 '. **piece of 1,-inch *gricrpaper- . 3,4

.

. ...
'4-5 1 assorted geometric shapes, e.g.', triangles ;54,

-:- .. ..
30

-
.,scissors ; ,- . v -: 6,1:2',

, paste 6'
-

34,4 -sheets of construction paper 6, :12...

30 ''****sets.-of Minnebars --'1.' 7,8. ,. --; 4.

3 -4 . .. unsharpe.ned ,pencils -
9

.
O .

4

1

..3

300

309

.30-*
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*iufribo- Paper clips ( "clips")
4.

*41 paper,Clips-(!:-Clips")

film: MaPs-z-Wbere Ani T? 10

,s.book: A-:IVIap is, a t)icture,..by-Barbara Rinkoff. . 10
-(CroWe11,

t'24-inch lengthsOf yarn (60 feet).k
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,INTROptrcnoN
(. "

.

:

"Scaling" and "representation" describe familiar techniques
that aradied every-day: For example:

I. A map is a represerita'tion of a geographic ara.The map
does-not show every detail within the area , *such as traffic
lights onstreets, SyrnbOls -/c-uses:Ito represent bound-

-aries, cities, rivele-s-; railroads ,highways , in a simpli-
fied way. A road map may be dracArn to a scale of '10 miles-
to one inch; so that it can be printed on a -piece of paper-
of manageable sde. Sometimes a state map willinclutte-r--,
an- insert of a city map 'drawn.to a scale of 'about 1/10 of a
'mile to one inch so 'that more details of the .city can. be
repres.ented. The.scale and amount of detail .iri the.repre-
sentation are chosen, for convenience-and' purpose.

2. When a dressmaker picks a.size .14 katterh'ihe is chooSing
a representatiomof the dress scaled to the size Of the per=
son it is:,intended for. The tissue paper shapes are rePte-,

1 sentations of the pieces of fabric needed to make the dress.

3. P+rohitects draW-scaleci representations of buildings . gon-,
structiOnWorkers follow the plans that tell.thern the size,
and arrangement of rooms and pregise' details of ,construc-
tion. Plans of this type ar,e usual:Ili:drawn. to. several dif-
ferent scales according to need.' For example:, the archi-
tect makes a small drawing of the finithhed bUilding,

iamedium-sized floor;plan, -and 'perhaps a- largetthan-life
detail drawing of arilinusual type of construction,.

f The importange.of scaled:repreSentations in mathematics and
Soience can hardly be overestimated: `Objects and ideas can
be represented in, pictures with only the essentials shown.
When these pictures are drawn to :.gcale, their measurements
are meaningful for quantitative work. Representations .are
used therefore not -only as:illustrations but also as simpli-
'fications and as accurate indications of size.

0
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o Th6se con, epts are introduced in'Unit 18 in their simplest

forms. T )).egin with,,the children trace outlinet of their
hands on paper. They stuClythe differences betWeen the out-
line and the, hand, and learn that the outline is .a representa-
tion of the 'hand. Fromiit they can determine size, shape,
number of .fingers, etc. :But it is easy Ion tihem lo. see that
while a represehtatiein records some prop ities of an object,

..it alsoomits many properties. The child en go on to note
that'for some Objects only a few properties must be reprer-
sented for identification, while for oth r objects more proo.7.

,erties are necessary.

Changing Sizes
4.

The next idea to bel.ntroduCe.d is that a representation of an.,
object may ke the same size, la ger, or smaller than the ob-
ject-. The children are providedwith a number-of different e);-
peilences involving the expansion and reduction of the sizes

. of patterns.. They use magnifying and reducing lenses and
draw representationq.of what they see through the -lenses.
This activity produces a group of, representations of the same
object in assorted sizes.

Another example ofmagnification and reduction is achieved
by moving a projector further from or closer to a screen.
ThfY sameimage is made larger o smaller in this manner;

`When the image is projectd on a grid it is,easy to assign
numbers to the dimensionS'of the image. A. figure that mea- .1

'sures two grid units in length is enlarged to measure four grid
- units in length. Its dimensions have-been increased by,a

.scale factor of 2. In this way the relation:between scaling
.. and multiplication is `established.

4

.

Linking Mathematics and-Science
The'relation between scaling and multiplication demonstrates
one of the links between mathematics and science. The child
observe's a change iri size. Then he measures the change.anl
assigns a number to.it.- Once* a number has been assigned,

12
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he can use.mathematical operations to predictfurther change
without manipulating the actual materials. The children-have
many experiences in this unit with this kind of moving back
and forth betWeen actual objects and mathematical operations.
The,asSinmerit of numbers to qualitative observations is pre-
ciselywhat enables us to use mathematics.indiscussing .

natural phenomeha.

First the children Scale up a\ figure by using two different
grid sizes. They copy a simp figure, with each small grid, -

unit represented by a.larger §ri unit. This gives them a
larger figure that is the same sh e as the sMaller..one, but
they do not know exactly how muC larger it is. Then they
repeat the activity with the asignm nt of-numbers to`th
,dimensivs-of the figure. This time t e two drawings are made
on grids.of the same size. The Scale fattor tells how many
grid unith on the second draWing are need..d to represent
each unit of length of the original figure.. The children write
the-mathematical-equation for this. increase in the dimension's.
The scaie factOr times the old length equals -the new length.

Inverse-Operations

-The-ohl-kiren-are_given_many_exp_eriences with expansion and'-

reduction as.inverse Operations. They.a.learn that one is un-
done by- the other. They learn that expapsion,or-scaling u,p

Can. be expressed by a - multiplication eqution. We use the.

TN.

term "division" to describe What happens to the difnpnsions
of a figure that is scaled;:down,but we do not introduce di-
vision equations-' 'This mathematical procedure will, be left
t'or later. But .we do establishthe groundWork now for the
fact that multiplication ,and,diVision`are inverse-operations,

A..rea and Volume

Note that,we alWays refer to scaling up or dowri the length
'> of the side, of.a figure by a' given factor. The area and volume-

change by different factors titan does-the length of the side, .

but thes.eare'proiSa6iy too difficult'for Most children at this

ti
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Area and volume are introduced briefly in Unit 17, Lesson 10,
and ini more derail here. TheChildren get substantial practice
with multiplicatiOn of two dimensions to.find area and three
dimensions to find voluthe (that is-, how many squares or-
cubes are in the representation) . But this concept is second-
ary. to the concept of ,scaling. n children seem to lieve,clif-
ficulty-with either area' or volume, some of those exercises
may be omitted without affecting the main purposes of the
unit.

Scaling Techniques /-*.

. .

Much.of the work with scaling, is done on-grid paper. Mtnne-
bars are introduced Si. first as an-aid in visualizing two-
dimensional scaling, and then as a three7clitneneionaLrepre-0..
sentation.

q
A . -

,. . . . -
The architects ruler is a device that,helps in the actual
prdcess of scaling and also helps illustrate the multipli-
cative relation of twp scales by way of parallel number lines.
The children make and use their own ',lifers with scales rang-

, ing froni I ,-> I to I ÷ -6. They alsd work with arbitrary scale
units such as I small.paper clip. --> J large paper-cfip-Or I

. ,,
line seginent----->=1-ha-ndspan--... - '

7

,

Applications for;8.econdGraders

The usefulness of scaling is illustrated in`seyeral ways.
One lesson is devoted to .comparing the size of a child with
the size Of a chair that is comfortable for hilt. In another,
the children studs maps of different scales and plan a visit
to the zoo. The lesson in map reading is greatly facilitated
by a film Maps-Where,Am I? which shOws very clearly
hOw a geographic area is represented orr'd map.

The children also build scale.rnodels dog hou-sesto fit dogs
Of different sizess,.,,garAge's to fit trucks , shoe-boxes.to fit
shoes. Thus their work with scaling and representation has c

directapplication in second grade terms.
,, .

.-.. , .
-- t'-1.-.
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NOTES ON TEACHING THIS UNIT

Unit 18 is designed to be taught with Unit 1-7, Introducing
'Multiplication and Division. They may be started at the
same time, or Unit 18 may be started a week or two after
Unit 17 is -begun. The unit should require one class period
a day for about five weeks. .

Be. sure td order the film MapsWhere Am I? from your usual
sources well aThead of time. If you have difficulty obtaining

write directly to tl1Rproducer, Charles Cahill and As-,

sociates, Inc. , 5764 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28,
California

Please note that,though the magnifiers supplied by MINNE-
MAST are marked 3K and 6X, the actual image through-the
larger lens is closer to 2X, as called for in'Lesson,2.

You will note that sometimes Lengthy directions are included
in the worksheets. We do not overestimate the early second
grader's reading ability. The directions 'are- .always- to be
read to the children, and those who are able to can read along
with ybu. Our purpose in including them is to get the cht-.
dren accustomed to the idea of following written directions.

Those of you who. do not have the MINNEMAST printed mater-
ials kit will, have to-prepare your own worksheet transparericies
for those-activities that call for use of the oveihead projector.

1
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Lesson I: MAKING REPRESENTATIONS OF,OBIECTS

In this lessonithe children draw outlines around familiar ob-
jects including a hand, -objects.from their desks; and property
blocks. They discuss ways in which the representations dif-
fer'from theobjects-themselVes and note the.'bthe size. and
shape,of the objects' sides are the only properties represented
by the drawings.

%.*

The children .make OutliAe-TtravOnzgs of objects that are easily
recognized by the distinctive 'shark Of one side. Then they
are given large, .sq"Uare property blocks of different thicknesses
and asked to represent them. They.find that they must draw
outlines around more than oneo surface of a block to give enough .
information for -someone else to identify the representation.
(Nat all objects can be identified in 'this way.' PareXample,
the same set of' outlines might represent several different things
such as a box, a book and a block... Size end shape do not pro
vide sufficient information for distinguishing an-object from
Other -objects ,of the same dirnensions.)

`' MATERIALS'

for each child

large square property block, either thick or thin (borrow
from Kindergarten)

Worksheets I , 2, and 3

PROCEDURE
,f

Have the class turn tQWorksheet I , which is a blank page.
Each child, is Ito place one hand on the page, spread his fingers
apart, and trace arouncl his .hand with a pendit. Ask the Qhil-
dren-to look carefUlly at their .drawings and to' compare them
with their hands.

WHAT IS SIMILAR ABOUT YOUR DRAWING AND YOUR HAND?
(Approximate length, width, shape of fingers, etc.)



4

---
t

WHAT IS DIFFERENT? (Color, thickness, material they ate
made of;.the real hand has fingernails', skin, knuckles, the -

ability to feelthings.)

Ask the children'to suggest a name for what-they have drawn.
Ask if they think they could call it-'a hand. It they say 'Yes,"
ask them to tell again what the ,differences -are" between the
real hand and their drawings.

Thechildrerrmay suggest calling the representation a picture,
but a picture would show the :fihgernails and other details
that are not in'these draWingS. "Outline" or "representation"'
would be more appropriate. Intro c uce the word "repreSenta-
tion" at this time,. but do riot requ're the children to use it.
Ask the children if they can think f any -Uses for these rdpre--
sentatiOns they have made. (Shop ng for mittens without the
child.)

Let the children, select some things from their.desks
bool,;, ruler, $cis sors). Have them place one or more such ob-
jects on a piece of paper and draw outlines of them. Thin dis-
cuss_ the differences betw4'en--the real objects and the repre-
sentations of the objects.

. 3.

WHICH PROPERTIES OF THE OBJECTS ARE REPRESENTED By
YOUR DRAWINGS? (Size and shape of one side.)

ARE THESE PROPERTIES SUFFICIENT TO IDENTIFY THE
OBJECTS?

Disciiss the properties that are not represented-by the outlines.

Hav,e,The children turn to Worksheet 2, a i-inch grid. Give,
each child a large, square property block. (Some will be thick
andsome will be thin.) .Tell 4he children to, make an outline
representation of the,block.' (SUggest that they'llne up- the
block along the floes on the grid phper.) Most children will
dOin, around the square side of the block. Ask if someone'else
could tell exactly what size and shape the block is from such
a drawing.,

WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE OUTLINE YOU MADE SHOWS
ENOUGHABOUT THE .SHAPE OF THE. PROPERTY BLOCK SO

18-
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- THAT OTHERS COULD TELL EXACTLY WHICH SHAPE 'BLOCK
.. - .

YOU HOE? (No. )- , .

. 1 4

WHICH OTHER BLOCK COULDYOURS BE MISTAKEN FOR? ,
(A large square sblock_of ,,a-clifferent-thiCkrie.)

--ViliAT OTHER DRAWING COULD YOU MAKE-TO SHOW MOit
A,BOV11THE-BLOCK'S SHAPE? (An outline of the side. Note
that although --t-ti.e""block_has six sides , they are not all dif-
ferently shaped. PoUr sial-s-:are...of_one shape and two sides,
are -of another: Therefore the twiy oustlines are sufficient-to

c"

represent_the view from 61-1 .six sides.

Have them make'an o.utlipe-of the side.

HOW- IS: -THIS DRAWING MORE COMPLETE THAN THE
DRAWING YOt MADE OF YOUR HAND? (The representa-
tion of.the hand ,shows the outline'only:from the, top or the
bottom. The side view'of the hand-is not represented:)

,

Ask theChildren to..look at Worksheet 3 and. to identify the
objects represented,.

'sr

19
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Lesson 2: SCALING WITH.4E140S-,: 1'
.

, , . ;;.. :
..

This lesson introduces the ;idea that representations. o -ob-:'
jects can be made that are smaller or larger thanthe objects
themselves. .--, .

x ..

4

Fix-St-the children observe natural objects and pictures of net-
ural .objects through magrafying,and reducing.,lenses..'.The '..-

. children'havean OPportunitY.to observe that the appearance. .,

. of ...5 shape enlarges or decreases in all its dimensions when-
Seen through these lenseS. They also see that details' are

-either more or lesS discernible when the objects are maga-
fied or zeduced. . .

. .
. , . %I

Then they are asked to make I --> r scale 'drawings of letteiS 4

and 'shapes as they are seen through a lens-. That is, a pie -
-cure of an- object seen through the magnifying lens should be
about twice as lorig.as the object itsel,. and a picturef an
object viewed through,the-reducing lens should be about half
as long as the object. thiS operation scales the object up*or
doWn by a factor of 2. Introduce this terminology to the.Chil;;
dreneas you describe the procedure..

21
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.=..; natural objectS such as leaves , hair,, feathers, insects

overhead. ProjectOr ,
,

transParenCy of Worksheet 5

for,eaCh child --
. .

2 lenses, one Concave and one convex

77,-4:=ounce plastic cup a,.

ruler

Worksheets 4, 5 'arid

PROCEDURt

,
Activity 'A -

t.

. . ,

each
:

Give each child a sheet Of plain paper and ask him. to draw
an outline of, his thurrib. After the drawing is completed -

give 'each-child two lenses, one ccinbeve and one convex.
Have them look through each of these lenses, first at their
'thumbs and theri at the representations of therm. (8hOw them
how- to move the lenses up and down until ,the image..is
sharp.)

ON,

:

Ask what happens to the'appearance of their thkunbS when they
look at them-through the;magnifying Yent': What happens to':-

..the appearance of the representations of their thumbs? , They -

shouldtobServe that -both the real thumb and ,the representation
appear larger through the leris. . (;#

F

NoW have them look at thei hUmbsv,and the rePtes4ritatiOns of
therm through the other lens. -Th0..shOuld observe that this
lens .makes both the thumb.andAth representation appear smal-

, t.
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call attention to the effect of magnification and _`.eduction
haye the children look at their thumbs carefUlly ancrthen look
atit!ein again through the-magniffer.

WHAT DETAIS-DO YOU SEt 'THAT:YOU,IiIDN'T SEE
WIT-ROUT THE MAGNIFIER? e:

WHAT DO YOU _SEE-IF:YOU LOOK AT YOUR
THROUGH THE REDUGINGLEPST (The childien.stould
note that magnifiCationeVeals greater detail and. that
after reduction_ some details are no longel-':visiblez). .

Call attention to:theshape -6.fitle, tense's. Have the children
examine and feel them: 'Tfie,mignifying. lens Is convek
and the reducing lens is'concaVeS

Activity B

Make- a colleCtion of naturat objec.fi's for the Children- to:take.
turns observing through the lensOS. They shout observe.many
things, such as lekves, butterflies from .a.Collection human
or anima-k hair, and feathers. Also have.the'children,loQk at
various objects front theindeski through-the lenses.

Give each child a 4-ounce plastic cup which .he can invert to
use as a support for the handle of his-lens.

- e _.

. (5Worksheet,4 provides a number o Pictures,for.the children to
examine with their magnifying and educing lenses*.

.13
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Works Keet 5
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After they have examined several natural objects and pictures
of natural objects, ask'the-children hoW much. farger,they
think the magnifying lens makes things look and-how much .

f smaller the reducing' lens makes them appear to- be.,

ARE ALL OF THETHINdS WE LOOK AT ENLARGED OR.RE-
DUCEPEQUAI:LY WHEN SEEN THROUGH THE SAME LENS?

Tell the- children that by- looking at letters and shapes. and
drawing some of them, they may be able to find. out how much
the appearance of the object is enlarged or reduced through
each o the lenses. ,.

Have the children turn toWorksheet 5.

Call attention to the letters in the center column of the work7
sheet. Tell the children that they will use their lenses to _
look at the letters, and then copy them in the sizes they ap-
pear to be. It may be easier for then? to work they rest the
handle Of the.magnifier on the bottom of the inverted 4-ounCe
plaitic 'cup. Those children who have, trouble working,fo.,the
left of the lensmay turn their papers upside down,

Work together on the first row. Have the children look At the:
T in Column 3 through the magnifying lens. When it is sharply
in-focus they should nonce that it.apPears to be, abOut the same-size

ap the dotted T in Column 4.' Lava them, look through the
lens carefully and trace over the dotted T i,n Colum TOrnake a
magnified letter-that looks like the Aginal:one a eenthroi2gh
the magnifier.

, s

r:

Now have them look at the.,T inColumn 3 through the reducing'
lens. They should notice that what they see is "about the same
size as the T in Column 2. Have them trace over the dottedll
in Column 2 to make a reduced 'T that looks like. the original
one as seen thrOugh the lens.

Suggest that they make an even smaller T by.400king through the
reducing lens at .the one- they just drew and drawing in,Column I

what they now see. -They may make a larger T than the one in
Column 4 by looking at it through a magnifyirig lens' and drawing,

.what they see in Colum,n 5.

15
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Tell the children to complete the worksheet and to compare the
letters they haye inade-in-the--differeriecopmris..,(Each letter
to the right should be almost .twice es high asthe letter in the
column before it. Each letter to 'the should be.about half..
as high.) The listerow*Will.be used Later:o.

4

16

D8O LETTERS. APPEAR TO. BE JUST TifLtER WHEN YOU ,

LOOK AT THEM THROUGH THE MAGNIFIER, OR DO THEY;
.LOOK WIDER' ALS?

.
DO JUST SblyIE PARTS. OF THE LETTERS BECOME LARGER.
OR DO ALL OF THE PARTS AkPEAR'TO INCREASE IN:4ZE?

HOW CAN YOU CHECK THE. LENGTH AND WIDTH OF T.HE-
LIETTERS'AS SEEN THROUGH- THE LENSES? (By measurinVj
titdrawings )

Activity G

s

'

6n Wtirksheet 6 the children will look at shapes through'the
lenses and scale them up arid, down in the same. /ay that they.
didqhe letters on Worksheet '. Theri_theewill. Study the
'shapes to find out how'the lengths, and the widths!ch4rige.- .7

HAve the chIldr,,en complete Row l'. 8.,sk them to compare the..
dimensions of the shapes they.have drawn in the 'fivecolumns. ,)

-. At this time the children should only make the general obser-.
wation thateach shape seems tobe-half,or Avice as high as ',-'
the one next to...it. ReView.What the dhildrenthave done ,gb-

. far, and then asIZ'them to fi.ni'sh the worksheet., .
; .

Ha,ve the children compare the enlargements. andreduCtioris in
each row,''usin their rulers foi:meauring. The dimensions =':

will not be in whole Units., Have them use the nearest unit
of measurement. . .. q

sse

IS EACH SHAPE IN COLUMN 2 ABOUT TWICE AS WIDE
AND TWICE AS HIGHt AS EACH SHAPE IN COLUMN 1?
(yes.)* \.

.41
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IS EACH SHAPE IN COLUMN' 3 ABOUT .TWICE AS WIDE
AND"TWICE AS _HIGH AS EACH SHAPE IN COLUMN 2?
(Ves.) ti

ISS EACH-SHAPE IN COLUMN 4 HALF AS: WIDE ANT)
HZE"--AS HIGH AS EACH SHAPE IN COLUMN 5?
(Yes.)

p0 YOU THINK THAT OTHER 'THINGS SEEN THROUGH
THE SAME MAGNIFYING LENS WOULD ALSO 'APPEAR
To BE TWICE AS NIGH ?' (Yes.),

DO YO
THE SAM
HALF. AG

;,-Have the chi
if the T in d
Limn 2.

NK TAT OTHER THINGS SEEN THROUGH
DUCING LENS WOULD ALSO APPEAR ABOUT

IGH? (Yes:) A

dren go back to Worksheet 5 and measure to see
luinn 3 is abOut,twide as high as the 'T in dol-

,

CAN,YOli ADt 12101.UMN TO VIE, WORKSHEETS
BY sinG THE SAME MAGNIFIER? (1\10.1'..

X

1\1:94T?! ,(The:Magnifier isn't lrge-eirt5.ugh. The 'shape
or :letter. eXtendi.bei'r.oncl the edgeof the leni. You 'could,*

: do.,4 if you had' a Ine:011 With a 'greater diameter.)

,

Activity

1

. ,

-laye. the children:look at a shape in.ColUmn 5 thro lhe re-
"ducing lens: Askit their can findanother shape on the.work.-
'sheet that looks like what;tlipy,see through the leri. :hey.
shoiald find it in Column 4..) ,'HaVe them recall how` they ,drew 0

'4
shai3e,.in"Column 5". .(Tfiecr Copied whit theirl'saw in Column'

. 4 thorough`the magnifier.) Repeat with Seveiii;Other shapes in
-", dolumns3, 4 and 5, to provide experience with the effect of.

the reducing lens; undoing, the effect.orthe magnifying lens'.,

r

4
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Go to Columns I and 2 on the worksheet and follow the same-
procedure, using the%magnifying lens to get back to the size
from which the reductions were made.

The children may draw a letter or shape of their own choosing
in Column 3 of theast row of Worksheet 5, and enlarge and
redu-ce.it as they did before.

Activity E

In presenting the following sequence of pictures, fold yOur
manual back so that you can show -just one page at a time.

Show the title page and then page one of "Through the:Magic
Window" to the children. Ask the children what the .picture
is. (Three buttons.) If they do not guess correctly, dOn't tell
them. They can find out if they were right when they look at the
following pictures. Ask the children what theY-InoticeabOut the
pictures. .(Each "one +is twice as long. or half as long as the one
before it.)!

Then have the children make a Similar picture story using a
subject-of their choice. Some possible' subjeots.ae a bug, a
putterfly, a fresh flower, a plant leaf. (especially a hairy one),
carrot or celery tops. The most interesting subjects are.those
with additional details to be revealed under the magnifier, and
those that come froM environments the children can find out
about and include in their scaled-down drawings.

Blank Magic 'Window" frames appear in the Student Manuals.
after Worksheet .6. Have the children draw a Middle-sized
picture in window frame number 3 and then make tm-step en-
largements in frames 2 and I., and two-step reductions in °

frames 4 and 5.

r. 2 8
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'Les-Son 3: ENLARGING PATTERNS

An'OVerhead,projector is used to project silhouettes onto the
-chalkboard and onto, a grid. When the projector is moved
back, the silhouette.image becomes larger, but other pro-
perties of the image remain the same.

The children apply this concept when tRey scale upthe dirnen=,
sions of objects by drawing on grids of two-different ,sizes.
Then scale factor is introduced: the'ohildien enlarge other
patterns by-making:two-units of lerrgth-of:th-o-patterns' they
draw represent one unit_of length.oLthe original patterns.
(This work is done on grids. of equal size.) The multipli-
cation equation for the length of 'the side is presented.

Introduce the-word "dimensions" when measuring the length
of the sides, This is important because when two dimensions
of a shape are scaled up by a factor of 2,. the area of the shape
'increases by a faCtOr of 4. ThuS it is necessary 'to, emphasize
that we are scaling Lip theKlimensions, not 1.ie area.

.

-If a child notices that the area of the shape he iiWorkirig
--with increases- by more. than- -a:- factor--of-2- -when' the length of
a side is doubled, tell him that he is right, and that,
woVintliarea-TaTef in Unit

e

Be sur --that -t=he- chile images projected,
in tfie course of these lessons are representations of the ac-
tual objects.

For all'ihe activities involving projected -.images, be sure that
projector lens arid'center of image are the same distance from
the floor to avoid distortion of L le-image.

MATERIALS

overhead projector

transparencies of Worksheets 7 and 9

- silhouettes of man,nouse, rabbit, and 1-inch square

1-inCh grid paper

,-. Worksheets 7, 8, 9 and 10

.3'7 27



PROCEDURE

Activity A

r

ti

i8

,
"Set the overhead protector about 30 inches from the chalkboard

. and ,place the silfouette of the man on its .stage. :Bring the'
image into fodus on,the board. Ask the'ghildten what you
might d,o to get a larger image ofthe man'on the board. If no

. one suggests that you can move the projector. back to enlarge
the image, demonstrate -this. ,Then ask the ctiildren.What
thingS are the same about -the e-small image, and the large image.

''.(The shape is the same they both have two arms, two legs,
etc:), -Next ask what is,diffetent about them. (The diMensions
are greatergrithe second onethe image' is taller and wider;
the second ,image is bigger: Some children who have had
MINNEMAST Unit 12 may say,that 'the area is greater.)

Repeat the above progedUre using the silhouettes of the small
house and.thexabbit.

.
,

. .4., ,. , . :

'Return the projector to 30 inches from'the board. Plae. the
.::one,-inch square on'the, stage of the projector.. Have the
...

children tell you how to make the:image Of the square look
larger. If possible, let a child move t4. projectorback to . .."':
show hoW to enlarge the image Of the square.

Ask the children what things are the same about the small .
image and,the larteImage. (They are both dark*, have four
corners, are the same shape.) Then sk what is different

,:about them: (The sides are, longer; tie square is bigget
the area is. greater.)

,

Have the class turn to Worksheet 7. 'Use the,transparency of
worksheettworksheet on the overhead...*Wtth the help of the .class do

a

A

38
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Worksheet 7
Unr 18 Name

Scale up the aniail pat terns.
Diiw the. no! ,pa t terns or the large grids.

.

unit -- 1 logs unit

r

Sole; I sm1t unit --lot largo unit"

J

;2*

. .

. llorksheet 8 -

(kilt. IS , Name

.
, <

MINIUM RINI

..

.. i

ralialtiMENIMITIrg!III 11'11
631111/412/011111mi miir,siontinas s er.sill moson

11111111111111
III 1111011111111111 KAIRas rum Nam F.

sr LILIImar Isli
II

111211111011
il
111111F411,151..

-1111119111%11..
I IV

..,.....
II 1111.r

......
MIN

IONE.
PA111111111411111111

ARMIN IN
: Ill 111:0

1111

NINE - 111111111g10111

ill WC1111111 1111111-iii a i ,ir

/ "l,

,7 . the-'-first-patteim on the transparency while the, children do it / -., 4
on their Vorksheets.- Ask the children' in what way the work- .: .

, ..--
sheet is. similar to whatrthey saw with the projector. (Thes

. shape of the new pat,tein' is' the same)* the dimensions are.
dreater.)

.
. , .,,,

. .

.Have the,.children complete the secOnd pattern fndependentl
.

.,;. 'Check their woik, -and help titose,who need it. N
, .

*4 ... I .

: 4 I Worksheet .8 shows' two grids of different sizes. Have the,
children make their own drawings on the small grid.:and' then, ..

scale up.the di signs the lengths of the' sides) on 'the
-4 ger grid, uting d-scale of one stall' unit --> one large

When, the .are fi ished, let' the children show their patterns, ; 9 -

to the class And tell.how they enlarged them. .; .
. ...i ,

, , ,

Activity B
1 '

9,
->

Preparation: : ...

Attach a i-inch grid paper to the chalkboard. 'Put the 1-ifich, ' ..
... , ...,

- (3
. 29.9 ,. ,
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.4

a,
,f

.,-

square 'on the .projpctor stage, and.lineulo the projector so%,
that.the image of the square covers four units on the grid .at:
tached to the board; ".(The projector should b,eakiout-30- inches'

ni'
,the board.) . Turn .off- the:projector.; .

. .
,. } "5 :

,

..- J.
, . .Procedure:

8

or $

Tell the children that you hakie put a grid ion the board so thaiA
they can find out'hoW much. longer the sideS a the square-be- 4
come when you move the projector. Turn,on. the projector and .

Nask the claSS:

HOW LONG ARE THE SIDES 4FieTHE SQUARE? (2 unit's
`each,) A

0/ . .
tt'

I
i

i ' IRecord the answer 'on 'the chalkbbaid, Ask the children how
.. 16:7Ena e-the--sides-oLthe,image twice as long. (Th4eY should

suggest moving the projector away-from the board until-the
sides of the 'shadow are each 4 -units long.) lpOisible have'
a,child thove 'it back ai f6t as he thinks he shokild for the .*,sides to be twice as long.,

.

*NOW MANY UNITS .LONG ARE THE SIDES OF THE 'SQUARE
NOW? (4 Units each.)

Tell the Children that theY have scaled up the sides of the
squarely a factor of two. The sides of ,the square are now
twice as long`ds they were. Explain that the length of 'the
`sides has beenantiltiplied by two, and every one unit of
length along the eageS,of the Square has becoMe two units.
Record' on the board 'the change in the.lengtli of the sides of
the square when .they are scaled-lip by a "factor of two:

.

x 2 =.4.

Havethe children turn to Worksheet 9.. Do thelfirst pattern
with the, children. (A transparency is provided.) They are
to do their draWings on the grid to tilt right Of each shape.
'Guide the children t6 notice that.e.ach unit along-the side of
the shape' will become two units along the side of the draw-
ing that'they make. (One*unit will become two,units 7 two
units, will become four units', etc.)....

, _....... ! ---- --- -.;.---- d.
The children, should be...able-to-enlarge-the second pattern by s'
t138mselves. When they have finished, ask a few children
to show the patters they dreW and tell what 'they have done.

4,
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Worksheet9
Unit 15, Wattle .

. 0

Scale up the dimensions Pthe.:letigth of titles) of the '
. .patterns by a factor of E.

Draw the new patterns do the grid. - '

1

1111111111

TriguiriLism ii1111:
LE11111111

I111111161

111111

IR
illl1.1

1111110 MIL 111

111111111111 111111111111i
- . , ,calc I unit -- 2 units

. '

VP

C.

Activity,o

e

M ,

Works hest 10
Unt;t18 Name

Enlarge the caterpillars.
Use the scale shown below each one.

1

Scale: I small unit lar,a unit

OS0
iScile: I unit 2 units

/

"
0 In Activity A the children scaled by using units Of different

size, ;and in Adtivity B by using a I --> 2 scale factor, in
Worksheet 10 they enlarge the same picture by both tech-
piques.

/

Call the children's attention, to the two Scales shown aid ask
the 'hat the scales tell them to. do. After they haim drawn
theinterpillars, guide/them to compare the tiAenlarged
drawings. (They should be the same size and shape.)

Activity D

Ask how the larger/caterpillar compares wit} the smaller one.
(It is twice as lonfg and twice as wide.) Togethewitkihe
class develop to multiplication equation for the length and
width of the larger caterpillar. Call attention to the,secortd
pair of daterPillqrs to';illustrate the increase, as

41
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EACH I UNIT OP LENGTH BECAME 2 UNITS. THE
CATERPILLAR WAS 4 UNITS LONG AND ,BECAME. 8

---U-NITS LONG-, THE MULTIPLICATION EQUATION THAT
DESCRIBES THIS IS:

2 4 = 8

Have the children turn back to Worksheet 9, Together,
develop equations for thechanide in length of the sideS:_of.
the -

.2 .3 = 6

r
-II
N'
X

ry

The_secoild_pattern is _a more complicated shapethat is,
it has more. sides.. But the change in the length ofeach side
irs described in 'the same way:

2 x 3 = 6.
It .
_..,
x

" 2 X, I=
.

a

...:

2 x 4 = 8

,2

Call attention to the fact that the scale factor is the same,
2; in each of the equations.

42
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Lesson 4: REDUCING PATTERNS

The overhead projector is used to project silhouettes onto the
chalkboard and-onto.-q grid sheet. When theprojector is
moved Closer to :the screen, the sil oue es ecome s Ifer.
Following this illustration of the fact that-the shapes

every-d-etail--except-size-,the-ehildren4e-arn .--Ilow to
scal'e down the dimensiOns of objects by using paper with
gtids of two different' sizes., Then they go on to reduCe patL
terns using scale' faCtor.. They make one unit of length of the-_
patterns they draw represent two units of-length of the br174=.
ginaI pattern. ,

MATERIALS

,overhead projector

2 silhouette shapes ol man, rabbit, hous,e, and' 1-,inch square,,'
.-'- "1-=inch grid papet . . .

.,,,,--- .,. ,

-r;, transutOcic4S of Worksheets 11, 13
,,!!--; Worksheets 111, 12 and 13

..,:PROCOURE
0

Activity A

Follow procedures similar to those in LeSson 3 , thiS.tifne
start with the overhead projector about 60 inches from the
board. Place the silhouettes on the:projector stage one at a .

time and ask the children ho, they can bea-nade to look, smaller.
If the, Children do not suggest moving, the projector closer.to the
board, demonstrate this. Then agl(thechildren what things. are
The same about the large2,and the small silhouetteS and what
things, are different.

Flave the Class turn to Worktheet 1 1 . Ask what way 'Work=
sheet .":1 I is similar to what the childien -saw with the. projector:-,,

i Use the transparency of Worksheet 1l on, the overhead projec-
tot p--and 'Work with the class ,to do.the,fitst pattern.: Mk the
children to complete the second' pattern by. therhSelves. If
they seem to understand what they are doing, let them dO

*

.33



Worksheet '11.

'11nit '18

RaducelscaleAdowitlthetirgepatternr
kir the new pattern on the small grid. .

1

Seale; I tarn, unit -77-s I small unit

scot; I lone unit small unit

Worksheet 12
Unit 18

Draw your own pattern on the large grid.

.Reduce it on the small grid.

--------

Seale: I large unit. I snail unit

Make another. drawing.

Let a partner reduce i t !on' Your 'shall grid.

. Does it look like your larger one?

0

eel : I large unit ". I small unit

Worksheet 12 independently. Give 'additional help if needed:
----The children' are to make a drawing on. the large gritand then

it on the small grid. Then they will make another.daw,.
,ing drid exchange papers with a friend. This time they are to
reduce eaCh'other's drawing. EaCh may cheCk the other's
paper.

Activity B

34

Preparation:

For this activity the I-inch grid paper should be attached to the
chalkboard. Put the lirich square on the prcijector stage, turn
on the projector, and line it up so that the image of the I-inch

i square covers an area of, the grid paper with 4 units on each
edge of the sqUare. '(The pnojector will be about 60 inches 3
from the board.) 'turn off the projector.



tn

e

-----
:Procedure:
: .

!
. 1 .

. .

Tell the children that you have put, grid paper on the board
so that they can find out how much shorter the sides of the
square are when the square'beComes smaller. Turn on the pro-,

jeCtot and ask the class: ,, . .

HOW LONG, ARE THE' SIDES OF THE SQUARE.? (4 units.) ,

Record the answer on the chalkboard. Aik the children how to.
make the 'sides of the square- half as long. They:should suggett
moving. the projector closer to the board" until the sides ofthe

'square are each two units long. if the projector is on a movable
cart ask a child to move it as Close as he thinks he should to
make the image half as longl.

. . .

Worksheet 13
Unit 18 :Nate "
Reduce the' dteens tons by * fac tor of 2. 1

.

.
,

. i
.

.1

I
I

,

--.
scale; 2,untts n. I unit. i

, .

' 1111 11 II IIIIIII 11 .1111

\

111

Mg= II III

1111111111111
I

14111111111
Wet 2 un ts ...I. I um

t.
HOW MANY UNITS LONG ARE THE
SIDES OF THE°SQUAttt, NOW?
(2 units.)

Tell the children the sides of the
square have been scaled down by *

factor Of two; two units havetbe-
come one unit. The sid'eS of the
Square are now half as long as they
were. The length of the side as
been divided by two.. (N -that we
use the term "division' ere, but w''
do not write division quations.

Have the children turn.to Worksheet
13. Do the first pattern with the'

'children. (A transparencK iS.pro-
vided.) Guide the, children to noticed'
thatas in the projected square, .

each two units along the §ides of
the shapes, on the,wprkSheet will be-
tome: one unit. Two units becomp
one unit; four units become two units.

45

.Have the children Complete the se-
cond pattern independently. Check
th eir 'work .

:

C
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Lesson 5: ENLARGING AND REDUCING PATTERNS'

The children practice enlarging and reducing patterns using
the methods they have studied in the two previou'S lesSons.
First they scale up and down using grids with different sized
squares, and then they use grids With the same size ,Squares
to scale by factors of 2, '3 and 4.

Finally they scale a figure up',\\ and then" scale the enlarged fig-
ure down. again by the same/faCtor,, arriving at thecirijinal fig:-
ure. This illustrates the faqt that scaling up and own by the
same factors'Undo each other, and so lays the gro ndwork for
the 'concept that multiplication and divi,,;iOn are op ositethat
they undo each other. Because diviSiori. has been barely intro-
duced in Unit 17, the division coricepis4re mostly intuitive
here. We say that the sides of 'a pattern. that arOcaled down
by. 2 are half as long as the sides of the original pattern, but
we do not write division ieqUatiOns.-

(
MATERIALS

overhead projector

geometric shapes: squares,
WorksheetS 14 through 19,

PROCEDURE ,,

Activity A

8et the overhead projector about 60 inches from the chalk-
( board,, focus it, and place one of the geometric shapes on

the stage. Ask a child to trace around the.projected outline
on the chalkboard. Move the machine further away from the
board, .focus the image, again, and ask another Ohl' -I to trace
the outline of the projected representation. Then move the
machine quite close to the board, focus it, and again ask a
child to trace the outline of the projected image. Ask the chil-
dren how'the dimensions of the image changed when the ma-
chine was moved farther from and then-closer to-the board.
Which properties remained the same?

&

diamOnds, triangles, circles.
. \

- 4 6'
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4
Repeat the activity using the other geometric shapes, and
also thilYgs from their desks or around the room that the chil-
dren might suggest. Ask a child to put his h-and on the
stage of the projectot and have ehother child4race its 'shadow
on the chalkboard, Repeat with the machine at anoth diatance
frqm the board. in each case ;discuss. with the childr n which
properties remain the same and which .properties cha ge.

Ask the class to turn to WOrksheet 'IA an& loolc)at e sailboat
representation on the middle-sized grid. Have th children tell
you.what they would have to do.to reproduce the ilbA,..pn thrtwo other grids. Guide them toll* procedure of ounting tile--

1 . .number of units for each part of theskallsboat 15.ef e reproducing
that part-on another grid. DiscusA Worksheet I /in the same
way. 4 ' °'

V

Woksheet*14
-Unit '18 Name

e.;

Reduce, t he sailboat
on the small grid'.

410 '6

Enlarge the sailboat on the large-grid.

losit'almtet
Unit 18

Enlarge the can on
the large grid.

Scats:
I Intddle.sized unit
I lags unit

i I.

Seduce thirrepresentitiori
of the mum on thiamin' grid.

ik

Scala: I tslils-sissd malt 'small unit

4'

0
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Activity
<

Discuss with the children what it means to them to scale up by
.a faCtOr of 2, 3,. etc. The children should understand that when

4

a

. w 4

Check the' finished wiorksheets. Then
have the ohildrenlurn to Worksheet

Onthis.sheet they are to make
their own patterns on the middle-

. sized grid, and then scale themilp
'and, down. Ask some Children to ex-

hibit their.work and tell what they
did.

'So

"
.
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the dimensions of an object are scaled up by a faCtot of/2, the
lengthS,,of-the sides.pecome twice as long as the sides of the
original; when th; scale factor is 3, the lengths of the sides
become three times as long.

Have- the children turn to Worksheet 17 and scale up the draw-
ing first by a factor of 2, then by factors.of 3' and 4, making the
sides twice as long as in the original pattern and then 3 and 4
times as long. Be sure .that they understand that they are to
start at the dots and, work to the right and up. Work 'with the
Children as they scale\up the triangle by a factor of When--
they work on the triangle, some children may firld it easier, to
use a ruler to measure and then doUble the lengths' of the sides,
while others may continue to ,scale by counting grid units. If
possible the worksheet should be borhpleted independently.

When the children have finished scaling up the triangles, have
then write equations for the length of the sides of the new-fig-
ures.
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Worksheet 17
Unit 1$ Nall -

.

Make larger triangles'to scale.

Start at the dot each time;

Work to the right. . .

Use the scare Owen below each dot.

NM 11.1011111111111111MIONIOilI.aa
111/A11111
11,41113

KUM
Ins

%I N
IIITAX11111
EIIIM11111.1111111

11111111V1M11101111

11111111111
11 111RI

sc.i.: Iumt.2uidts.- 111111101111

MEI
1111111111E

MEM
11111111111/231M
M11111171N 11

111111111TAIRIET
1111111/411a111111111/
11111WAILlikNEVAScala:

a
NKR
RENS

AIMINIIIIMPIII
i unit'-o 3 units

11 I

i

Scala: I unit 4. 4 units

Worksheet 19
Unit IS' Name

,

Scaleup this picture by a factor of 2. .
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ski
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this picture the

new picture
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same use
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111111111111111111
1111111111111Will.,
as the

Yes
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factor of 2.
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Worksheet 18
Unit IS Name

Scale down the large rectangle.

Start each new rectangle

.

at the dot...

.,

....).

-------

.......,:...

t

...
.

0-

$

.
,

;
0

.
.r,.....

......r.
,. .......-

4

t,----
,00 .

.

.

Seale: 2 units -I. I unit
tk.---

A I

4.1 --....
Scot.: 3 -.

Ammo..
t

Next have the children turn to
,Worktheet '18,, and ask them to
scale down the7rectangle first by a
factor of 3 and then by a factor of 2.

Have the children do Worksheet IS.
without any preliminary discussion.
Afterwardi' have thqm discuss what
they .have done. They should ob-
serve that in- scaling the same rep-
resentation up and then down agairi,
one operation und'oes the other.

39
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WHEN WE.SCALE UP BY A FACTOR OF TWO, THE SIDES BE-
COME TWICE AS LONG. WHEN WE SCALE DOWN BY A FAC-
TOR OF TWO THE SIDES BECOME HALF AS LONG. WHEN
WE SCALE DOWN. WE UNDO SCALING UP.

4).

Scaling up is a multiplication 'process; scaling down is a divi-
sion process. We hbpe-to develop an intuitive notion df multi-
plication and division as inverse processes. But it'is not neces-
sary to,spell this out to the children. The extension of thes,e
division concepts Will be made in third.grader

*4 0 ,

4

p
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'_Lesson 6: SCALING WITH AN ARCHITECTS RULER

An architects, ruler is made up of,six, differentscales, in vari-
ous multiples of a 1 4, 1 scale. To .make a representation of a.

rectangle!ina scale_ofi_ you measure the original with

--TM:1-4-(-t-oale-a.nd-then*--draw-the-reptesentation,
using' the

same number of units on the 1 -> 3 scale.

With this handy tool you can increase the dimensions of,th-e-O

ginal shape by.a factor of 3, witliout using. grid paper, counting

.units , :or° solving any-multipii:Catioyrequations .

The children are provided a pririte.d 'theft from which they make

their, own rulers. They first learn to use "them; and-then find

out why they work. When they use their own- ita-ride-rd'Unitt -to

mark off scales along blank lines ,--it-help's-them-to-Isee-how one

cale is a multiple ofanother. The architects-ruler-is another

fo m of the parallel number lines the children were introduced
to h Unit 17, where one line represented the number of kanga-

roo) mps 'ay,the other represented the number Of-units-in-each
jump.

Prepare n architects ruler from the printed Construction sheet
lacing pace 42 before you teach this lesson.

41



MATERIALS

s
- ambitects ruler,(made from'Worksheet20)

-- for each child --

I '4

scissors

- .strip of construction paper, l'kc 9, incties
t- Worksheets 20, 21,, 22, and 23

PROCEDURE

ActivityA

Using the I
4 units by 6
might, scale
some of the

,

'

O

--> I scale on an architeCts ruler, draw a rectangle
wilts on tilt chalkboard. Ask the class how they
up its side's by a factor of ?t. Discuss and try'
childr.en'S ideas.

1

.

Wontshoot 20
Unit'\18
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42

. 42

Then erase 41 but the original rec-,
tangle and have the class turn

Worksheet 20, the scaling ruler con-,
struction sheet. `Tell them hat they
are going to makea spec 1 tool for 0;

scaling.

, Directions for.makifigirchitects
ruler:

-

I. Cut carefully along,the'bottom
line of the 6 scale. The
top edge of the paper, is the tuck-
in flap;, 'no cutting is necessary.;

z
2. Fold carefully along each line

so that the nuffibers face out-'
. ward. (The -Illidren'may need

,help with the folding.)
t-

3. ,Paste the flap above the I.4 I
scale to the underside of the

- 1 4 6 scale, to form a triangular
ruler. <,
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,
.Now use the architects ruler to scale up the sides of the rec-
tang'1e on the and by a factor of 2. birect.the children to
look at the I -4. 1 scale on their rulerS, and ask a child to
measure One of t e longer' sides of the rectangle. on the bdard
using this scale. Have him write the length next to that side.
(6 units.)

Then ask the children to look at the I ---> 2 scale. Select one
child to use this new scale .to diaw a line segment that is 6
units long on the ch'alkboarcl. This 6-unit length will be twice
as king as the longer side of the re tangles

Ask a child to use the l --> I sdale to measure a shorter side of
the rectangle on the chalkboard and write the length next toit.
(4 units.) Then have 'another child draw.a side on the new rec-
tangle, using 4 units of the ! --> 2 scale. Finish the other, sides.

Worksheet 21
Unit 18 Name

ftave the class turn t6.,,WorkSheet 21
and measure the sides Of pattern§. A,

and C, using the I -!>, I scale on
their rulers., They are to record the
measurements along, the sides of the
shapes. Then: they, are to:turn
rulers to the 1 Z scale and draw
each ',shape, using the same number of
units 'on the I --> 2 scale. The dimen--.
sions of theiew shapes should be
twice as lohg as the originals. .

On, another sheet of paper the'archi-
tects -ruler can be used to draw thesq
shapes to different scales, such as

5.. Encbtirag"e the chil-
.drep tp make draWings of their Own
and scale them up ,by a factor of 2,
3 , etc. (Use the term "scale by a
factor of- ..." WE'enever appropriate,

7.. V) relate scaling to multiplication:)

I,

43
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After the children hav
tects rulers , ask the
can be used to scale
units on the different

*.do'-not try, to point it o
which should helR the
children already ,see th
their understanding.

o

Activity B

Ik

used a. few of the'' scales on their archi=
if have figured'aut why the rulers
ii\this,waY., If no one notices that,the

cales are multiples of the 14 1 Scale,
Go Aght into the next activity,

ver this for themselves. If the
nship, Activity J3 will reinforce'

t no
disc
relati

1

In this activity the children will m ke architects' ruleil.s that
have only three number lines, but they will mark off the units
themselves. Two of the lines scale up from the first. Work-
sheet 22 shows 3 ruler with neither nits nor numbers on it.

Give each child a strip of;donstructiah paper I ?..c 9 inches.
Have the children measure a 1-inch P.i.ece at the end of the
strip , mark .it carefully, and.cut it.ofi. This is their Unit'
marker. They dare to place thy' unit marker at the zero
of the ruler's first line and mark off a unit length, tharimove
the,markerto that dark and mark off another unit length, and
so on,' until the complete line is Marked off into equal unite.
The units should be marked below the line.

Flap

0

.., .-

0
,,

.. t *,

On the next line the children are to make a I 4 2 scale. With
the onp-unit piece,..theY, mark off two units at the end of the
construction paper strip,. They cut this of and use it to mark
off the new larger units oriothe second line, again starting at
zero.- .

t.)
r 0r..
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Next 9y use the one-unit piece to measure off 3 units at the
end-of the construction strip. They cut this off and use itto
mark off still larger units on the third line. - .

When-the children have finished. marking off units on the three4 r
sales, ask hOw the length of a unit On the second fine cOm-
Pares ii,rith-the length dote unit on the first line. (It is twice
ats lbng.) 'Explain that this is why we call the second line a

4.2 scale. Have them label the scale:
. .

,, .

sk how the length of a unit on the third line,,compares with the
length of a 'unit on the first line. (It-is three times as long.)
The scale is therefore I ---> 3. Label-,it.

,
. .

It may be more difficult for some `;children to understand why
the first scale of standard units on whiCh the other, scales are
based is called the I ---> 1 scale. .If ,SO-; go back the original

!/ rectangle /an the board and have a child measure it with the
I ---> I scale and then draw a new one also ,using the 13 I ,.

scale. They will see that the new rectangleris the same size
as the original. This should help them unfterkana why a scale,
that produces a drawing in which I unittepresents I unit of the
original is called a I :--> I scale. Have theth label, the scale.

N6w they should number each of their scales,

%-Flap ,

P
\ i

i---> 1
--I

6
i

'7 to

0
i-->2.

1 t 3
I5

I0-7,--------
----.............

1 3
1 ,

,...__....,

- .

--->.

- Have the children look at Worksheet 22 and at Worksheet 23,
which is a duplicate of the one from whiCh they, made their

J6
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architects ruler. Point out that these parallel number lines
are Similar to the ones in Unit 17., Lepsttn 3. Eiseti larger-Scale
is related to the` I, I scale according to a multiplicatiori
(scale) factor. Since7one unit on the I -> 2 scale is twice as
long as one Unit on the I -> I scale, one unit on the I -> 2
scale is equiValent to two units on the. 1 --> I scale, 2 units on
the I -> 2 scale is' equivalent to 4 units on the I => I Scale,
etc.

After the children haye had 41n opportunitYlo .examine and di:S-
cuts the scales opened flat, if they wish to they can14

another architects ruler from Worksheet 22 by cutting along
the bottom line, folding the flap in and pasting as before. The
Children Can make I -> 4, 1? -> 5,_1 and 1 -->1 scales on
larger paper if they would like to, and use these to scale up
their ,own drawings .

Th&architects rulers made from Worksheet 20 Should be saved-
for use in Lessons 9 and 12.

5 '7
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Lesson 7: SCALING WITH MINNEBARS

in this lesson the Children will use Minnebar shapes and rep-
resentations Of Minnebar shapes;to help reinforce their under-
standing of scaling up and scaling down. Work with area is
introduced here, buf this is secondary to.the main purpose Of
learning to scale lengths. Sqmple arrays are used to illustrate

- the use of multiplication for finding area. The Children first
multiply length and width; then they can check their answers by
Counting the Minnebar units in the shapes they build. Note
that the work in this lesson calls for scaling in just two dimen-'
sions , length and width.

MATERIALS

for eachchild-

set of Minnebars

- Worksheets 24 through 29

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Eachchild should have a box or bag of Minnebars on his desk;
Student Manuals should be opened to Worksheet 24.

Have the children place a I-unit Minnebar in the square on the
upper grid of Worksheet 24. Ther ask he children to use other
Minnebars to make a shape that is similuf to the black I-unit
Minfiebar,but whose sides are twice the length of the sides Of
the black bar. The larger Minfiebar shape should be, built in the
space provided below the first Minnebar representation. ,Have

the children ,trace around the larger group-of Minnebars.

WHAT HAVE YOU DRAWN ON YO.J_JR PAPER? (An outline of
a I-unit Minnebar scaled up by a factor of 2. The sides
are twice as long.)

Some children may build a shape
that looks like this:

47
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They arrive at this by piing up two of the sides and stoppingat that. In this CaSe, emphasize that the new_shape must bethe same as the,-old , and therefor.e they must scale up all- four-sides. z
On the lower' part of Worksheet 24 ask thQ children to start
with the 17/u nit black MinnebAr again, but this time to scaleup the sides by a factor of three. The sides of the new 'hape
they make wikl be three times as long as the sides of theblack Minnebar. Tell them to build the new Minnebar sh pe
on the paper under the blaCk bar, and then to trace aroun it.

Some children may like to scale thesides of the I e-bar up by a factor of F. This is shown on optional,W4kshee25.

Return to Worksheet 24 and ask how many. Minnebar units wereo needed to .build the first shape (I) , and how many were needed
to scale up the dimensions by. a factorbf -2 (4).

48

Draw a representation of the I--unit shape on the board.

HOW MANY ROWS ARE IN THIS SHAPE? (One.)

HOW MANY COLUMNS ARE IN THIS SHAPE?
(One.)

- Write the multiplicion equation for the area of
the shape On the board.

HOW 'MANY MINNEBAR UNITS WERE NEEDED FOR,THE
SHAPE? (One.)

Point to the produdt.
4

Repeat with the scaled-up shape. DraW a representation on theboard.

. .



Worksheet 24
Unit 18 Name

Put a 1-unit Minnebar on the square.

Use more Minnebars to scale up the dimension; (the

length of the sides) by a factor of 2.

Sc 41,* 2

1 -X 1 'SI

2.

Build another 1-unit Minnebar shape.

Scale up the dimensions,by a.factor of 3.

tw unit ". Surta%

3 $3 a.9

m

Akrkshiit 25
Urilt18. " Nagai o

Scale up the sidesby a factor of,.5.1;

Scale up t 4iae one by a factor

1 x 1 = 1

5 X 5

HOW MANY ROWS ARE IN OISiHAPE?. (Two.)

HOW MANY COLUMNS ARE IN THIS-SHAPE?
1Two.)

Write the, multiplication equation for the area of
the shape-.

,N

2x2 =4

HOW MANY MINNEBAR UNITS WERE NEEDED FOR THE
WHOLE SHAPE? (Four.)

IF-WE MULTIPLY THE NUMBER OF ROWS BY THE NUM-
BER OF COLUMNS IN THE SHAPE, WE CAN FIND OUT
HOW MANY UNITS TffElkE ARE IN TEE WHOLE SHAPE.
THIS IS CALLED.THAREA. (Point, to each part of the-
equatfon as yOu mention it.),

Have the "children write the equations for the area next to each
shape they have worked with on Worksheets 24 and 25.

6 0
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You may hav_e to proCeed step by step with some Students.
Have them 8'o-tint the Minnebats along the sides of the shape
to find the length of two sideS. These arethe two factors that
they must multiply to find the area. They can count the squares
in the entire shape to check their multiplication.

Even if some children have difficulty with area equations, they
should move along with the rest of the class ,!building and .

scaling the Minnebar shapes, and counting the units to find
'ihe area.

Activity B.

}lave the class turn to Worksheet 26 and build the'iVlinnebar
shape_ shown. Ask the children to count squares on two sides
of the shape and tell you what, equation they would use to find
the area (4 x 4 = 16) . Write it on the chalkboard. Then ask
the class to build a new shape redu' c:ing or sealing down the
length of the sides of the shape by a faCtor of 2. The sides of
the original shape are twice as long as the ,side of the shape
they will mike. Each two units will become One unit, and,each
4-unit side will beconie two units.long. You can show the class.

a 2-unit. loth- acid 7a I' -unit bar and
then a. 4-units bat and a 2-uriit bar
to help them see this. Have them
write the equation for the area 'of the
reduced shape. (2 x 2 = 4)

In'the secOnd part of the morkSheet
the children scale down from four
one, or:by a factor of four. They be,
gin by using the same shape as be
fore., Remind them that even/ four
units along the edge of shape
should be reduced- to one unit. 'Have
them write the multiplication equation
for the area Of the new shape.
(Ix 1 1) .-

Activity C
;

Discuss -Worksheet 27 with the Oil-
. dren, and then have them scale up

the sides of each representation by a
fadtor of 2-..,,,They are to complete the
.page by-Writing the equations for the
area. r

5 o



Wor hest 28
Unit 16) Naas

Build this shape with Minnebars.

Bulls the dimensions by a factor of 2.

ro

A

Worishcit7
Unit 18 Name

Scale up by a factor of 2.

Write situations ?or:each area.

.

TC

110,111.

2 x 3 =

4 k

3 x 2

bj

Sato: 11+2

/tow 1 1.2 2.

,Row 2 -1 x

....
g

Units in Chi whole -shape -

fart! 2 x 4 . 8

Patt2 .2 6 ..I2

IUnits in the whole ship* 2,0

In a class discussion, compare the and equa-
tionS of, patterns A and B. Ask.what is -simile and what is dif-
ferent about them. (Similarities1 Same total umber of units;
same numbers used in the equations, same sh'pe.
Numbers in different position in the equation, Crows

Iin reverse positiOns, different Position of; shape, on

Activity,,D

Have the childien turn to Worksheet 28. They have done the
same type of activity before on grid paper, but orking with
Minnebars may present different problems.. Ask he children to
suggest possible methods for scaling the ,irtegul r figures. If

' no one suggests it, show how each figure can be divided into
two rectangles which can be scaled one at a time It may help
the children visualize the problem if they physics ly separate
the two rows of Minnebars.,

Differences:
and columns
the paper.)

62 cs,
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Show a two-part equation, adding the products for each rec-
tangle to find the product for the area-of-the complete figure.

I x 2= 2 2 x 4 = 8

1x 3 = 3 ,-2 x 6- = 12 '-

8
+ 12 ,

20

Scale and write 'equations for the area of the shape step by step
with the class. Let them do Worksheet 29independently..

/
-After the children have scaled up the irregular shapes in
sections., have thern'move the Minnebars together to see
what the.new shapes look like.

Worksheit 29
Unit 18 name

Scale up by 3.

awl

Row I _L_ x - I_

Row 2 x 1._ 2 . 2'

Units In the whole shape 3

-r.n.3x.39
r.2 3- x .

Units In the whole snap. 27
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Lesson 8: TI4REE-DIMENSIONAL SCALING

In the previous lesson the cfilldrer scaled twodimensions of
Minnebar sha.pes. They used arrays to, help thehi visualize

feifarea. In this'lesSon the children will
.scale all three dimehsions of the Minnebars. Three-factor
multiplication is introduced as one of the ways to find the num-
ber of units'in the three-dimensional shapes.

MATE LS

-- for each child ==.-

0

= I set of Minnebars

..z- Worksheets 30, 31, 32 and 33

Activity A

Each child should haVe a I-unit Minnebar on his desk.. They
haVe scaled two dimensions using Minnebars, and now they
are going.,to scale three dimensions. Ask a child to show how
he scaled up two dimensions of the I-unMiiinebat in the last.lesson. Then 'ask how he 'might scale up the Minnebar inthree
dimensions by a factor of 2. Through discussion the children
should tell that in the last lesson they went through the follow-

1.
ing steps:

. The one-unit bar

was Made twice
as long,

a rid'
twice as wide.

To scale it' in three dimensions they will have to also make it
twice as high.

53
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Ask the children to make a shape twice
and twice as high as the I-unit bar.. Af
built the sh4e, ask them which properti
changed-a-nd.which. have remaine<the sam
sides and the total number of units haVe Ch
has remained the same.)

as long, twice as wide
r the children have

of the,bar have
. (The 'length of the,
nged, but the shape

For the first .activity. the children should build "the shapes from
separate I-un& Minu,:etats.._bt_later they_ may need to use
other bars go that they,will have enough units to\make partic-
ular-shapes,
Check the children's work and help those who need befdre'
continuing.. Then tell the children to put ail. the bar aside', .

except for one 'I -unit bar. Have thern scale it --> 3

Before -they begin -to- work they- should be able to fell yo
they will need to make the following changes:

The l=thnit bar will
jbecome

three IlnidS as Ibng,

three times as wide,

54

and three times as high.

Have- the children make a figure that is three times as longs,
three times as wide and. three times. as high as the I-unit bar, .

They should see that the shape of the scaled:up figure is simi,
lar to the shape of the I-unit bar, but that all the sides are
three times as long as the Sides of the I-unit bar.

(Activity B should follow' immediately. The children will be
using the shape they have just Made.)

V.



-Activity B

Chic
the c
ways
childr
the

.

Then a k'how many la}ier there 'are and how they could show
this. in quations, Thb Children may suggest 1aying'out the
three s parate layers, Computing the units in each, and then
',adding hem to get the ansiiver.

..

the I - 3 Minnebar shapes made by\ the _children 'Ask
ildren to look at their 1\41nnebar shapes and to think of
o-decide how many Minnebar units. arein it. Ask the
n to.write an equation for the number of units found in
layer.

4

3 x 3 = 9
1'

Layer I

=

Layer 2 Total, number.
of units

'1
9 ;
.9

+9
-27

Someoni'may come up with the idea that 'slce there are three-
layers th6y could_use'a ,multiplication e'quat n (3 x 3-=.9 and
3 x9 = 27f, or, 3.x 3 x 3 =-2, 27) . If no'child me ons this, method,
you may introduce it, but do not stress it.. (Thi is the first 4
introduttiOn of three-factor mltiplication in the INN&MAST,
program.)

Net haVe 'the children put all.the"bafs aside ekee.pt one I -unit
bar., They are to rebuild the shape they made when one 1. 7unit
bar was scaled up by a factor of 2.

. I .. . ,
Work w'ith them to develop equations for the layers and finelllie

.

.
,

i
5.5

.. I
Vtotal number of units iii the, object. . . .\ Z ..
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Layer I

2x 2 = 4

Layer 2

.2`'x 2 =, 4

Or x 2 x

A

Total units

4

+ 4

The c tichildren can count the nits in the shape to.See if their
calciUlationiare correct.

1 `,

Activity c
.. 1 ..

. Have the class turn to Worksheet 30'. Do it with. them. First I

build the shape in a I ---> I scale with MinnebarS and then scale
up the tli-ee dimensions by 'a factor of 2 ,(I --> / scale). .,

I
. :

The following changes irnust be made:

O

..ao .

The 3-unit shape
bec'omes

twice as long, .

twice

and

twice as high.

40

4

Work with the children to develop equations for the layers in
this shape.

- 67
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"Is

,.1

,Layer 1 Layer2 Total .number
of units

12'
+ 12

24

. .
or 2' X 2

When Worksheet 20 has been Completed', ask the'-children to Se- .

ioct brie or MOre'of the plans An Worksheets, 31, 32., ,and 33.
They are to build the shatli Minnebars , and then sc'al'e
them UPI5Y a factor of 2.. Although it is more difficult to write
multipliCation -equation's for the irregular shapes on Worksheets
32 and 32, 'some. children may enjoy the-Challenge.'

,

'Worksheet 30
18 Name'

ild this ship* with tlinnebers.
.

en scale it up by a factorf 2. .

Write equations for the iluiiber of units in he new one:

t I

Layer I 2- x b -. / z
, '

Layer 2 2 ,k 6 = 12

Total units for shape

Layer 1 la
'Layer2'+' 1 1

,Z,L4

Oh

x 2 x 6 -2y
, ..,

r.

011

,

Worksheet 31 ,-
Unit 18' Name- I

Build this shape with Minnebars.

Then scale it up by a factor of 2.
Write equations for the number of units in the new one.

Layer 1 x =

Layer 2 x ..... /0

4
Total units for, ship*

or:

Laypr 1

Layer 2 +/ro I

32

$0

A

9

%



Activity C

62

For this activity the children will use their architects rulers.
our-an asK each

group to pick an object to scale down so that its representation
41-144-e,14-4V-err46-94-leet--36:+e-grict-gal:Ter)7--

Take a few minutes to discuss possible objects to represent.
They should be larger than the worksheet. Rectangular objects
such as doors, tables, picture frames, or large blocks are
easiest to work with. (Crhildren who are skillful enough should
not be restricted to rectangular objects.y

The children are to measure their grids with the I ---> I scale
on the ruler.

the

tells them what dimensions they will have
room for on the paper. (2 I by 16) Then-they are to measure
the objects they have selected with the I a I scale. Since
the dimensions of the obje-:-.c are more than 21 by 16, the work-
sheet page will be too small for a I a.1 representation. They
should therefore try measuring the object with the I a 2 scale
on the architects ruler. If the dimensions of the objects are
less than 21 by 16 of these larger units, a 2 a I representation
will fit on the worksheet. If the object measures more than 21
units long, they will have to try measuring' with the I a 3
scale, and so on, until they find a scale that fits.

_Now they can make their representations, measuri he object
with, for example, the I a 3 scale, and then makitirthe draw-
ing with each I -> 3 unit represented by one unit of the 1 -> I

scale. Have the children in each group, show their work to the
class and explain what they did.

Note that to scale down with an architects ruler, you never
start with the 1 ---> I scale as you do for scaling up. Because
you\are scaling down you always start with larger units (such
as I -> 4) and make your representation in smaller units (such -
as' I a I).

O



Le,sson 9: SCALING IN DIFFERENT KINDS Of UNITS

In previous lessons the children acquired a feeling for re..212:ging
and reducing by scale factors of 2 and 3 This lesson is de-
signed. to show that it is possible to ma e representations-of
objects using any scale. In the first a tivity the dhadren begin
-/ith-Lpap-er-e44-14.9-4s-acale-ctatts T h n 4, II

...

'units to use, including unsharpenedp ncils, thumb widths, or
8,;ny other un is of their choice. 'Finally they measure objedts in

room in eet and draw theM on fh it papers' in inches.

MATERIALS

- sevral'unsharpei. encils
ruleth.

- ya;dsAcks

- 10 ju clips
10 #I, aper clipsaper

1 \

-- for each chil

archi enks Tier (frdm Lesso 6)

- Work heeti34, 35, and 36
t `,1

'Activity A 4
I

f. I iTell the chi dren that they_ar, going Co use a new unit of meas-
urement to ale scale repre entations. Worksheet 34 shows a
number of pg. erns they will work with. ,-Il

HOW NIP10. UNITS LONG ARF,--Thriffis OF THE RECTANGLE?
(2 units fl y units .)-If. '. PlIttis4, --,-... .....,,..

Ask the children how they 6-ould make a representati ln.of the
rectangle sing aper clip. (Use I clip to represen each lineP

segment 911 the e ges of the rectangle.) Distribute 14C) 40 paper
clips to eFrech chil and hafre them make paper clip rep esenta-
Vons of each patt n on lAilorksheet 34. .%,

i 0
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Worksheet 34
Unit 18 'Same

`.c Ile t

ime-sgnent (2==
hre ,egrnent

line segment

twit segment -a

line segment

Nef

Yr

60

,a

K'

71

The first one should
look like this:

(

And here is another
scale unit:



Next give each child 10 jumbo clips, and have them follow the
same plans using a jumbo clip scale. Have them make some

. patterns side by-side in-re ul
o t e children's ingenuity to,find

priate scales for the man's head. When they have finished,
collect the paper clips.

Call attention to the scale at he lower right hand corner of the
worksheet. The first two scal s are shown there.

Ask the children to suggest other possible standard scale units
thumb wicths, unsharpened pencils, new crayons, rulers,
children, etc. Let different groups of 2 to 4 children use
ferent objects for a standard unit to make representations of
the star pattern. They should mark their scale unit on Work-
sheet 34, below the paper clip scale. The children may need
to work on a table or on the floor for the whole pattern to fit.
It is important for them to notice that some representations are
too large to be made on their own desks.

Activity B

Ask the children tolletp you solve a problem. Tell them you
wish to make a representation of the chalkboard (or another
large rectangular object) on your paper. Turn to Worksheet 35 "
(I-inch grid paper) and then ask them what facts they would
need to now before they could decide on a scale. (The length
of two dimensions of the object, and the length of two dimen-
sions of the paper.) Makethe measurements and record them
on the board.

HOW CAN WE DECIDE WHAT SCALE WE SHOULD USE?

After some discussion you might suggest that the children try
the scale I foot - I inch. Let one foot along the edge of the
object correspond to one inch on their paper. If the paper is
too small, increase the scale so that 2 feet-> I inch.' Con-
tinue in this way until you find a suitable scale. Now have
the children draw theirrepresentations of the chalkboard on
Worksheet 35 and record the scale at the bottom.

6"1
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Activity C

For this activity the children will use their architects rulers.
Es=trhtei=greitt4a - o our-an as eac

group to pick an object to scale down so that its representation
. r:d4444.e-nnWefCrSeet'"'3'6'+rjrrCfrVaPtTrr"'"''''.*-pnrrmnrom*+rwr,*v.*rio.wrrF.n.Nt.wr.rr

Take a few minutes to discuss possible objects to represent.
They should be larger than the worksheet. Rectangular objects
such as doors, tables, picture frames, or large blocks are
easiest to work with. (9hildren who are skillful enough should
not be restricted to rectangular objects.)

The children are to measure their grids with the I -4 I scale
on the ruler. This tells them what dimensions they will have
room for on. the paper, (21 by 16) Then they are'to measure
the objects they have selected with the I --> I scale. Since
the dimensions of the objc-;[ are more than 21 by 16, the work-_
sheet page will be too small for a I -->.1 representation. They
should therefore try measuring the object with the I --> 2 scale
on the architects ruler. If the dimensions of the objects are
less than 21 by 16 of these larger units, a 2 a I representation
will fit on the worksheet. If the object measures more than 21
units long, they will have to try measuring' with the I -4 3
scale, and so on, until they find a scale that fits.

Now they can make their representations, measurin&he object
with, for example, the I --> 3 scale, and then makilPthe draw-
ing with each I -4 3 unit represented by one unit of the I --> 1

scale. Have the children in each group, show their work to the
class and explain what they did.

Note that to scale down with an architects ruler, you never
start with the 1 --> I scale as you do for scaling up. Because
you\are scaling down you always start with larger units (such
as 1 --> 4) and make your representation in smaller units (such
as'l I).



Lesson 10: MAPS AND A WALKING TRIP

6

This lesson shows the use u ness o m
dPp.iat-the-s,arci.e-area-i.n-gr.aa.te-r-or--Ias.se,r.-1tta44-r-Whet-k-Etne-----

inch represents one block of a city on the map,- more detail is
shown than when one inch on a map of the same size represents
one mile of the city. A film Maps-Where Am I?* is used to
acquaint the children with general mapping ideas. Then they
go on to work with baps of different scales.

While the children are working with maps they.may enjoy look-
ing at A Map is a Picture by Barbara Rinkoff.

4.

MATERIALS

- film: Maps-Where Am I?

- Barbara Rinkoff., A Map is a Picture

- 24" piece of yarn for each child

- Worksheets 37, 38 and 39

Activity A
a

de

The movie Maps-Where Am I? provides background for this
.lesson in unusually lucid form, and reviews some concepts al-

- ready introduced in the unit.

At the beginning of the film a comparison is made between a
house plan and a map. An aerial phdtograph of a city fades in-
to a map of the city, to serve as a bridge between the concrete
and the abstract., Aerial phptographs and maps are shown of a
city, a county, a state, the country, and the world. Map sym-
bols for roads, rivers, direction,..etc. are introduced. A spe-
cific scale is indicated on ortly one map (I inch = 48 miles).
Near the end of the film a comparison is made between a man
and a phOtograph of him to illustrate scale.

Make every effort to obtain this
show it, you will need to spend
that the children understand the
maps.

film, because if you cannot
much more. time making sure
following activities involving

63



Preview the film with two or three children and ask Them whatthey think are some of the
-few L ings to tell the class to watch for in the moviecCliayz-,------15rTo motivatemotivate children towatch the film more attentively.) Then show the movie to the,class and discuss it briefly with the -children. If possible,show the filni again- after the children have finished' ActivitiesB and C.

II V'

Ask the children to turn to Worksheet 3? in their Student Man- iuals. Help them study the map by asking them to locate repre-sentations of particular highways; rivers; lakes and important-places. Tell the children to use the scale to figure otitithe dis-tances, between particular places on the map that they or youselect. For measuring the length of a trip from one location toanother, give each child a piece of-yarn about two feet long tolay along'the streets. This makes- it easy to measure aroundcorners. Then when they want to figure the distance betweenthe two places they can lift the yarn from the, map 'and stretchit out next to the scale.on the map, rather than trying-tonea-sure sections of the route with a ruler and adding Them.

Tell the children that they are going to imagine that this is theircity and that they are gojhg to plan a walking trip from theirschocil to the zoo. Ask them the following questions:

WHAT WILL YOU'NEED TO KNOW IN ORDER TO PLAN THISTRIP? (The location of the school and the zoo, and thedistance along each street you must walk on between theschool and the zoo.)

HOW CAN YOU USE THE MAP '1.0 HELP YOU?

As the children suggest what to do, let them try some of their'ideas. If they do not suggest it, tell them to draw a line show-ing where they would walk to go .from the school to the zoo.'Next ask them to turn to Worksheet 38 and study the mapshowing the area around the,zo6 and the school.

WHAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT THIS MAP THAT. IS THE
SAME AS THE MAP ON WORKSHEET 37? (Some of the sameplaces are included.)



Workeheet 37
Unit 18
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WHAT ARE SOME STREETS THAT YOU SEE ON BOTH MAPS?

(Broadway Ave. , California'Ave. , 7th St. , Maryland Ave.)

WHAT ELSE DO 'YOU SEE-ON BOTH MAPS? (Zoo, school.)

WHAT DO YOU NOTICE, ABOUT THIS MAP THAT IS DIFFER-

ENT FROM THE MAP ON WORKSHEET 37? (A much smaller

area is included, and that area is shown in greater detail.)

te
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WHAT ARE THE NAMES OF SOME STREETS THAT ARE NOT
ON WORKSHEET 38 THAT WERE ON IV?. (Maine Avenue,
queens Road; 26th Street.)

WHAT CAN YOU FIGURE OUT ABOUT YOUR WALK THAT YOU
COULDN'T SEE SO EASILY BEFORE? (Whichostreets to take.)

Tell the.children to plan the trip from the school to. the zoo
and draw the route on Worksheet 38. Then point out the scale
on Worksheet 38 and ask the children to use it to help them
figure how far they will have to walk. They may use.yar-n-to
measure the distance and lay it out against the scale.

I .

LOOK AT THE ROUTE YOU MARKED ON WORKSHEET 37. ON
WHICH MAP DO YOU TFINK YOU CAN FIGURE THE DISTANCE
MORE ACCURATELY? (On the map showing the smaller area.)

WHY? (Because you can see more detail.)

After the children. have planned and figured the length of the
trip to the zoo, some of them might like to figute out how far
it would be to walk to the zoo from Dick's houseor other loca-
tions.

(You may wish to stop here for the day.)

Activity C

Tell the children that they will now plan a tour through the zoo.

WHAT WILL YOU N-Etb-TO-K-NOW-TOILITNA TOUR? (The
. locations of the animals.)

Have them turnto Worksheet 39. .

.,HOW IS THE SCALE ON THIS MAP DIFFERENT FROM TH.1.- ,,z
SCALES ON THE OTHER TWO MAPS? (It shows a much
smaller area in greater detail.)

,.....,.,,,,.......orrazIMMICIFKZATIUMV17==aWegAVMPAN OUT:Ur...Uttar-ha

Then introduce the planning of the tour by readrhg the followi-nt
paragraph 'or making up one of your own.

-7 7

2
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Let's pretend that you have just one hour for your tour,
so you can't see all the animals. (For some classes'
it may be easier to give a specific numberof animals ..

-to-be-seen .--r:-A-1-1--tours- will-start-and- end at-the gate.
--- Decide' where you would like to go in the hour allowed=

make arkk near each of the animals you want to see,
and draw a route on the map. Then use your yarn and
the scale to find out how far you would walk if you -book

the tour you planned. , p.
When the have finished the activity some children-may like
to tell the class about the tour they planned.

.41.

. . .

At this point it would be valuable to show the film again: The
children will notice many more things in it,now that they have
actually worked with maps.N---,-- t,

,

I
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Lesson I I: VALUE OF SCALING

60

In this lesson the children consider .chairs of different siZes
as `they are scaled to be.4omfortable for children of different
sizies.- The class maks a histogram of children's leg' lengths,
in order to decideWhat size chair would be comfortable for
the largest number of second, graders.

8

MATERIAL

- kindergarten chair, a second grade chair and a
teacher's chair

- yardsticks or rulers
- story: "Goldilocks and theThree Bears"

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Arrange in advance tb have a small-sized kindergarten child
available during this leSson.

Line up the three chairs facing sideways in front of the'blass

.LET'S LOOK AT THESE CHAIRS ANDWATCH CHILDRiN,SIT,
ON THEM, TO SEE IF WE CAN FIND OUT WHY CHAIRS ARE

,MADE IN DIFFERENT SIZES.,
.

Ask an average-sized studerifin your class to sit on'the sec-;
and grade cliair at the front of the room, so that the side ofthe chair faces the class. Then ask the rest of the class.to
tell you what they observe. List, the children's observations
on the-chalkboard. (Typical observations will include t,e
length of.the:child's leg fro.m his foot to his kneein relation'
to the lehgth of the chair legs; the length of the child's leg
froth hip to knee in relation to the width of the seat; the height
of the child's shoulder in relation to the height of the chair .
back.) Next ask the child to sit on the teacher's chair, and .

list the.children's observations. Then have him sit on a kin-
.dei-garten chair, Repeat the bbseniations with a kindergarten
child if possible, and then with an adult sitting on each of the
three chairs 4nturn.
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. Discuss the o ervationsz7ecordedcin the halkboard'and
.decide what gee eratizati)Ons can be made. (For example,.

. 1 . when-gomeon is sittirig on a chair the cqrrect size for him,
i c

O

, his feet' will touch the floor.)

Ask th children to decide what ini)-mation"would be most>
useful to a chair manufactu.rer who wanted to make chairs for'.
second graders. (The. children's measurements from ,sea to . t
shoulder, from hips to knee, .and from knee,tolheel.) '..

.

DiVide the class into pairs df children; Have each child mho-
....awe and redord the length of the back of his partner's right leg

fiom the knee bend to the bottom of the heel. ,

Record,this data on d class histogram on-.the chalkbol ard while,.
the children work on Worksheet 46. Then decide what hetIht_.
chair would fit the greateSt number of children in the class. .

Numlior of
children

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

LOOKING AT LEM

f '.
I i

,

1 ', 1 . ...:
! 1

1- .rs' 1 :-

r_i_

4 044
et*:
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1 .
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I
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Length of right leg from knee bend to bottom of heel In inches.
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'':;jhen ask the class how
,-...4facturer who wants to m

on ci g raders. (The size
dren.)'

ti

-

a
,

this information could help a:Chair
ake just one size 'chair that would fit -sec-.
should suit the greatest number of Ail-

1.

Discuss other objects that are scaled to, different sizes ancrwhy
they are more useful th-ai,i if the,y were made in only onefgize.
(Clothing, toys, etc.) . .

'a,

.
, SI

. . o' .

,Natethat pictures in dictionaries frequently have the scale in-, ...,
dicated; s6 that yoti can tell the2size of the real object.

:

;

, : )Activity B

Read the story, "Goldilocks and the Three pears."
.

a

8'")

1

. .

, '
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Lesson 12: MAKING THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCALE MODELS

We now draw together many of. the ideas developed[ in this
unit. Several experiences are designed to reinforCe the
.children'Is understanding of why some kinds df objects must
be scaled to different sizes. Then the children measure
and determine the scale factor between the two members of
a pair of objects. They _,-o on to construct three-dimen-
`sional piper models of doghouses, garages, etc, to scales
different from the plans with which. they are Provided. This
involves choosing the appropriate scale factor and selecting
techniques for enlarging the plans.

MATERIALS

- sunglasses, child's and sizes

footballs,- small and large

- sweaters, child's and adult's sizes
carriages, small doll's andiargedoll's sizes
bicycles, small child's and adult's sizes,

- shoes, child's and man's sizes
ruler for each child

- sci,ssors for each child
- 24" piece of yarn for each child

j7- infant's shoe, 32' inches' or less
't*'" toy trucks, 6 inches and '2i inches

- 'construction paper
- architects ruler (from Les 6)

children's edition, S ift's
- Worksheets 41 h ough 48

-1)10-CEDURE

Activity A

I-ritroduce this activity by shoving the children two pairs of
sunglasses, one children's and one-adult's. Ask the children
which pair of sunglasses would be more comfortable for second

8}
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graders. Have several di feren children try on both pairs. Ask
which dimensions of the s nglas es influence whether they fit
correctly. (The distance 4cross he front, and the length'of the
'earpiece.) Have the children pea ure these two lengths ons.
'each ,pair and compare theim. 1

Then show the children footballs
1

lof diff rent sizes. Ask sev-
Ieral children, one at a tie, to hold each of the footballs in

thrOwing position. Ask which is \more c mfortable for a second
grader to hold and throw Have ±l-le child en measure the dis-
tance between the points on the footballs and the circumference
at the widest part and compare the dimensions of the two balls.

Activity B

Gather s veral of the pairs of Objects listed below or other
similar p irs. Use those that are easiest Or you to obtain,
but try to offer the children a: choice.

- childls and adult's sweaters

smalls and large doll buggies borrowed from the-kinder-
gartein or brought from home

- 'babyfs or small child's shoe and man's shoe

- 2 bicycles, one small and one full size
,.

Tell -the children to look at Worksheet 41, which has drawings
of the four pairs of Objects listed above. _Welalso provide a
pair of" -lank boxes in Case you substiiide ot'er objects . Tell1-1

the chitioiren that they are to measure the obje is along_the-di-
mensions shown by the arrows on the_worksh-et and write the--,----measurements in the spabes -provided. Be sur they understand
that they are to record the measurements of th actual objects,
not of the drawings. Allow the Children to selpct one pair of
objects to measure. They may work alone or i!! small groups.
(The children will need something else to work) at their
seats while waiting for their turn to measure.)



Worksheet 41
Un 1 t 18 Name

Ro

n

74

After each child has measured a pair
of objects, have the children tell you
what the ineasuremerits are and record
them On the chalkboard. Work with
the 'Children to help them figure what
the approximate scale factor is be-
tween the two objebts in each pair.
For example, _suppose the length of
the sweater sleeves are about 10
inches and 20 inches.

. ,

Draw two line segments on the board
one below the other, one 10 inches

long and the other 20 inches long.
The-children should be able to decide
that the length of the sleeve of the
grownup's sweater is about twice as
long as the length of the sleeve of
the child's sweater. You may want
them to use their pieces of yarn to
measure the length of-the smaller
sleeve -and count off how many of

these match the length of the larger sleeve. This number is
the scale-factor. Follow the same procedure with the other, .
pairs of objects.

Some objects will have easily identifiable scale factors such
as I 2 or 13 4. In more difficult situations it will suffice

--to have children draw line segments on the, board, one below
the other, indicating the length of each of the pairs of"objects.

20

Activity C
0

Before beginning this activity, cut out and assemble the sniall
doghouse facing page 74 (Worksheet 43). Tell the children
to cut out the dogs on Worksheet°42 and fOld them so that they
will stand. Then show the children the smdll doghouse. Ask

8



Worksheet 43
Unit 18 Name
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Worksheet 42
Unit 18 Name-

.0.

Cut on the
heavy Ilse:.

Fo 1 d *on t kv,.
tecr.".:;:i!S.'""

0

"
,

Worksheet 43
Unit 115 Nave----
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cu t of solid lines.
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i
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. .

if this house seems to be about the right size for the small
dog." Select a child to place his small dog in the house to
check the size.

the children that the larger dog needs .a house, too. Have
th'ellr4o,ok at Worksheet 43, a flat plan of the small doghouse.
Ask what'ih-07--eoutcl_do to make a hous ust "like the small one

-th mert-w--Traihe ,no one weSts scaling, up
the plan, ask:

1,

4.

FROM WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT SCALING, HOW CAN YOU USE
THE SMALL DO,GHOUSI'TO HELP YOU MAKE THE 'LARGE ONE?

The procedure should involve measuring the length of. the two
dogs to find the scale factor between them (2), and then apply-
ingthat scale factor to the Plan of the small doghouse in order
to enlarge It. Have the class work, together, each child 'making
a large doghouse from the-centimeter grid paper on Worksheet 44.
Thoy should use the,yoused space on Wiorksheet 43 or the very
last grid sheet at the back of their manuals for,the roof.
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Worksheet 45
Unit 18 Name

Would you like to make i for your

or a for a Ohp 7

If you chose the I:) . stay on this page.

If you chose the qEED. turn to Worksheet 46

Worksheet 47 has plans for n (y) for a baby's dy

Ae for your 412C:jmust beAarger.

v.,

Take the <11 and put it next to your
.

;,
About how many lengths of the ay does your

iligt.1 °moaner.

.

Thit number is yam scale factor1-1

Scale up the plans fbr the 0 on Worksheet 47.

'Activity D

Preoatitii: t

The plans on the following pages
are provided so that you. can con-

.

struct the shoe box and garage
befoYeliand and be better prepared
to guide the children.

Cut out the parts of each along
the solid lines and fold along the
dotted lines. Note the short cut-
lines at each end of the horizonta

''."----foldr_lines of the largest section
of each plati and on the cover of
the shoe box.

Wgrkshmet 46
Unit 18' Name

Worksheet 48 hat -plane for ae for-a

must be larger.

Taki the ant put it next to the

About how many lengths of the tav does the

(ft;p measure?

°Thai number is your scale factor.

Scale up the plans for the on Worldheet 48.
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Worksheet 47'
Unit, 18
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Plans for A Garage Worksheet,. 48
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The narrow folded flaps on the largest sections are for pasting.
To assemble the shoe box, paste the flaps to' the end pieces.
For the cover , paste the-s-quareta-bs- as shown-in the diagram.

For the-garage, paste just one end in place. At the other end,
fold the flaps all the way back and paste them against the
side.s and floor for reinforcement. This open end will be the
door of the garage. Place the roof support across the top as
shown. Paste the square tabs to the outer surface of the,

------ -Plans for a Shoe Box Worksheet 47
Un,lt 18

-
END,

-

t

__,_ Plano for a Garage

91

Worksheet 48 .

Unit 18

'ROOF
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ro

sides. The rogi rests'flat on the top of the garage with an
overhang projectingon all, sides ..-Put some paste on the top
of the roof support to hold the roof in plaCe.

Procedure:

N 'Have each child turn to Worksheet 45 and choose oneof the
construction projects 'showneither a shoe box or a garage
for a truck. Ask-some child to bring an infant's shoe to class
to fit into the small box. Those who choose to make shoe
boxes will work with their own sloes. fricise who °choose to
make_a garage should bring toy trucks from home or work with
a pair ygu have in the classroom. A "Matchbox" type truck
will fit in the small garage. The large truck should be,abbut
six inches long. .:t

3;

Works'heet 47 shows a plan for a shoe boxand Worksheet.48
has one for a garage. The children will lave to scale these
plans up in order to make shoe boxes or garages to fit the
larger shoes or trucks. They must first determine'itheir;scale
factors; which will vary. Have them place the small shoed'
or trucks against the larger ones to find out about how many
lengths of the small objects,the larger ones measure.. These
numbers are the factors by which the plans must be scaled

Help the individual children who have fractional mea-
surements choose the next larger whole number scale factor.
(A box can still be`used if it is too big, but it is ugeless if
too small.)

, Note that scale factor in this activity is determined by corn-
paring only one dimension, the length of the two objectg.

2 Q
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Space is provided at the bottom of the oeksheets so tifat
th-se children. whose measurements come out in even multi-
ples can write multiplication equations.

a

stale length Rf length of
factor smell plan large Plan

R

Let each child chdose his own method for scaling up the plan.
He may use an ordinary rule, an.arahitects ruler,, or the grid

--paper provided after Woiksheet 48. He may,make his box or
garage out:of grid paper or construction paper. 4F3

SOme children may Prefer to work directly from e larger
truck or shoe and build the garage" or*ox:to fit it. Inthat
case the may trace,the outline of truck or shoe to find the
dimension7trsimply fold the papei up around the bottom
and sides to make it fit.

t
4

.Guide the children" in assembling their boxes or garagets. They
shoald check to see that the shoes or trucks will fit.,

ti- 4
Activity E I o

To concludre'this unit, ,read any children's edition of Swift's
GulliVer's Travels to the class .

,

1,p
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SUMMARY

In this unit The children have been introduced to the following
ideas:

)

Objets can be represented'by outlines or shadowsOws of their
./hapes. These outlines.or drawings represent only sorhe

of the properties of the objects,
,.

2. Representations-need not be the same size as the7o jects.
They may be largei or smaller than life-sizel. . -

3.. The difference in, size between an object and its enlarg
representation can be described numerically by a mat
matical equation, in which the scale factor times t
length of 'the original side-equals the new length.

\ . P.- --- r, I.".

/ 74. Scaling -up and scaling down are inverse process/es. One
Y .undoes the other.

5. Scaling up- is\related to multiplication and scaling down,
is related to division, 'The concec4 of da.viSion is. develbp=
pd only'on an ,intuitive levelwith no division ecluations
given. - ;

i .
6. Area can be found by multiplying length and width; and

t' volume can be found by multiplying length, width and
height. (These concepts are secondary .t0 the main purpose
of the u ,1 p !plete understanding is not essential.)

. 7. The process o scaling can be used to make similar ob-
jects in differ nt sizes according to need.

WWJ


